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Sourcebooks, Inc, United States, 2016. Paperback. Book Condition: New. 175 x 107 mm. Language:
English . Brand New Book. When you find yourself in Cowboy Heaven, things can get hot as hell.
From established author Cheryl Brooks comes the second in a steamy contemporary romance
series set at a Wyoming ranch chock full of sexy-as-sin cowboys.SO MANY COWBOYS. Shy computer
specialist, dog lover, and amateur chef Tina Hayes has a thing for firefighters, but when she travels
to the Circle Bar K ranch on family business, the ranch s cowboys have no trouble persuading her to
stay on as their cook. Especially not when she learns that brooding Wyatt McCabe-a man who
makes her heart gallop like no one else can-is also a former firefighter.HOW DOES SHE KNOW HE S
THE ONE? Wyatt s sizzling embraces leave Tina breathless. But being surrounded by a passel of
smokin hot ranch hands can be complicated. With so many cowboys courting Tina all at once,
Wyatt must prove to Tina that she belongs with him.Praise for Cowboy Heaven: The best of both
worlds-a steamy, wild fling and a second chance at real love.total female fantasy fulfillment and full
of to-die-for cowboys. -Fresh Fiction...
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A fresh eBook with a brand new standpoint. It can be rally exciting throgh looking at period of time. I am delighted to inform you that this is the greatest
book i have read through during my individual existence and may be he very best publication for ever.
-- Er a  Thom pson-- Er a  Thom pson

Excellent e-book and useful one. It is writter in straightforward phrases rather than confusing. I am just very happy to explain how here is the finest
publication i have got read through in my very own lifestyle and might be he greatest book for possibly.
-- V iva  Schuster-- V iva  Schuster
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